Summer Newsletter 2019
Eaglescliffe Medical Practice
Welcome
Welcome to the Summer newsletter. As you may have already noticed we have had some big changes within the
practice. First and foremost we would like to say a big thank you for baring with us over the past few months.
We are sad to say goodbye to Dr Krysia Ellenger but happy to say thank you for over 30 great years of service to the
practice. She will be greatly missed by staff and patients but we hope she enjoys retirement. Of course we would
not let her go without a speech!

Thank You and Goodbye
It is with very mixed emotions that after 33 years in the practice I have taken the
decision to step down as a GP and join my husband in his retirement.
Serving our community for so many years has been a huge
privilege and honour. I am pleased to have been involved in so
many families’ lives, sometimes over four generations. I joined the
practice in 1986 as a young newly fledged GP having recently left
medical school. We were a small team then and have since grown
to be what is a very sizable, busy and I hope you feel a successful
practice, with patient care at its heart. I feel so lucky to have had
such an incredible rewarding and fulfilling career here.
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May I take this opportunity of thanking each and every one of you
for your generosity, kindness and humanity as we have worked
together to support your health and wellbeing. I have been touched and indeed
humbled by the journeys and challenges some of you have faced. I also wish to thank
my many remarkable and supportive colleagues and staff - I could not have done this
job without you.
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Lastly, I wish you all good health, happiness and peace for the future.
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Thank you
Krysia Ellenger

New Beginnings
We would like to give a big warm welcome to our new GP partner Dr Elaine Kirk and our new salaried GP Dr Perdy
Kamali. Some of you may have already had an appointment with Dr Kirk or Dr Kamali (sorry the newsletters a bit
late this year) but for those of you who haven't we have asked if they would both introduce themselves:
Dr Kirk
Hello, my name is Elaine Kirk and I am delighted to be joining the partnership team at Eaglescliffe Medical Practice. I
qualified from Edinburgh Medical School in 1995 and have worked in General Practice since 2000, mainly in the South
of Scotland before moving to Teesside in 2015. I enjoy working as a GP because of the people I meet every day and find
it a privilege to share in some of the best and hardest times in peoples lives. I also have an interest in Global health
and am a member of the UK Emergency Medical Team. Outside work I enjoy time with my family and like to be active
walking, running or cycling.
Dr Kamali
I am very excited to be joining the team at Eaglescliffe Medical Practice! I grew up in beautiful Wales and then
undertook my medical training at the University of Nottingham, qualifying as a doctor in 2008. I completed my GP
training in the North East of England and have been living locally for the last 7 years with my husband, three young
children and Labrador. Within general practice, my specialist interest is dermatology and skin surgery and I work 2
days a week in this field. I am also passionate about helping my patients improve their quality of life via a healthy
lifestyle. It will be a privilege to serve this community which I have come to call home

Named GP
With Dr Ellenger retiring you may be wondering who your named GP will be. Hopefully this should
explain. The Practice operates a pooled list, which means that each patient is registered with the Practice
rather than an individual doctor, but you will be allocated a named accountable GP who has overall
responsibility for your care and support.
For those patients who have repeat prescriptions your named GP is printed on the right side of your
prescription. If you do not have a regular prescription and wish to know your named accountable
GP please contact the Practice.
Following registration with the Practice the only patients who receive any letter of confirmation of
registration are those people who are new to the country or when a new baby is registered.

Other changes
Dr Y Smith
We are pleased to say that Dr Y Smith is now a GP partner so you may find that she now has more clinics available.
Change to Dr Stockley's availability
From 1st May 2019 Dr Simon Stockley will be reducing his GP sessions to two days per week
(Thursday and Friday).
This change is fully provided for with the new partners joining the Practice.
Change to Dr F Smith’s availability
Dr F Smith working days are alternate Tuesday mornings, Thursday morning and Friday all day
Nurse Practitioner Shelly Williams
The nurse practitioner will now be working full day Mondays and Wednesday mornings
Nurse Practitioner in Training - Lindsey
Currently one of the practice nurses, training to be a nurse practitioner. I am currently doing morning clinics as
nurse practitioner and would be grateful for your patience with prescriptions as I need to have them signed by a GP
or Shelly (the current NP) until my exam results are confirmed (Hopefully in July :) !)
For the second part of the day I will be doing my normal practice nurse duties until we recruit in preparation for
doing full time nurse practitioner role
Registrars
After a year of being at the practice we will be saying a sad goodbye to Dr Mansor. It has been a pleasure and we wish
him all the best for the future.
We would also like to welcome two new Registrars Dr Sarah Scott and Dr Iroha Ekea.
What is a GP Registrar?
Gp Registrars are fully qualified doctors with at least 2 years experience in hospital medicine. The registrar is with
us for 6 to 12 months as part of a 3 year training program to become a GP, the practice training doctors are
Dr Angela Waterhouse and Dr Stephen Salvati.

PPG
As a practice we would like to say a big thank you to
the PPG (Patient Participation Group) for fundraising
and donating stationary for the footsteps clinic
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Thinking of travelling last minute?!
Hoping to book a fantastic deal on the internet or a
cheap deal at the travel agents?
Good news - That’s great
Bad news - We don’t have last minute appointments.
If you are planning on going on holiday or travelling for a number of months it is always best to check with our
practice nurse to see if you will need any vaccinations. You can do this by following these steps:
 Collect a travel form from the front reception desk once you have booked holiday.
 Once you have filled in the forms hand them back to the receptionist.
 We will then pass your forms on to the practice nurse.
 Once the practice nurse has your forms she will have a look through your records to see what vaccinations you
have had in the past and if you will need any more for the destination you will be visiting.
 Depending on the vaccinations you will need we will then contact you approximately 6 weeks before your departure date.
If you need a course of Hepatitis B vaccinations there will be a charge.
We no longer do Yellow fever vaccinations.
If you are going at short notice and we cannot accommodate you may have to go to a private travel clinic.
Please contact the surgery for local private service information and telephone numbers.

Patient Access
Do you want to save time when ordering prescriptions?
Do you want a quick solution with no waiting around?
Would you like to order your prescriptions online?
Would you like to make appointments online?

Patient access is your online answer!!
Patient access gives you the opportunity to do both these things and registering for this service is really easy, all you
need is photographic identification (i.e. driving licence or passport) and we can print the information you require to
register.
We can also nominate your chosen pharmacy, this enables us to send your prescription electronically to your
pharmacy, meaning you can order your prescription online and then collect your medication 2 working days after this
from your nominated pharmacy.
Please note, if you move to a new doctors or address, the nomination of a pharmacy will still be on your records at
your new doctors so if you have not updated your pharmacy when joining the practice your prescription may still go to
your old pharmacy.
Also if you have any problems with the patient access please press the help button in the right hand corner of the patient access website. If you have forgotten your password or log on details please present at reception desk with some
photo ID and we will re-issue you with a new account.
Did you know?
GP appointments are scheduled for 10 minutes each. This is in line with most other practices nationally. This time
includes getting into the Drs room, and afterwards for the clinician to document the consultation, so in reality about
7-8 minutes. GPs are trained to deliver the consultation within this timeframe in various sections, almost like a
book – a beginning, middle and end. This is why we would prefer you to book double appointments for more than
one issue, as this is one factor why we can run late and we would prefer to give each problem the time needed. Some
problems are more complex than others and may take longer too, but some are a little simpler and can be quicker.
It is why being on time is important and prevents other patients behind you having to wait longer. If you are late
you may need to wait longer in the interest of fairness to others. This could be till the end of the Drs surgery.
Created By Laura
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Menopause
Many women will experience some symptoms of menopause at some point during their life. The
duration and symptoms can vary from woman to woman.
Menopause happens when your ovaries stop producing a hormone called oestrogen and no longer
release eggs. For some time before this – it could be for a few months or for several years – your
periods may become less regular as your oestrogen levels fall. This is called perimenopause.
Among its many functions, oestrogen is thought to aid cognition and memory. It also affects collagen
in the skin, maintains bone density and keeps blood vessels clear of the sticky deposits that cause
damage and can lead to cardiovascular disease. It maintains the pH balance in the vagina, reducing
the likelihood of infections, prevents the vaginal wall from thinning and keeps the area moist.
How does natural menopause occur?
Natural menopause is the permanent ending of menstruation that is not brought on by any type of medical
treatment. For women undergoing natural menopause, the process is gradual and is described in three stages:
Perimenopause or "menopause transition." Perimenopause can begin eight to 10 years before menopause, when
the ovaries gradually produce less oestrogen. It usually starts in a woman's 40s, but
can start in the 30s as well. Perimenopause lasts up until menopause, the point
when the ovaries stop releasing eggs. In the last one to two years of perimenopause,
the drop in oestrogen accelerates. At this stage, many women can experience
menopause symptoms. Women are still having menstrual cycles during this time,
and can get pregnant.
Menopause. Menopause is the point when a woman no longer has menstrual
periods. At this stage, the ovaries have stopped releasing eggs and producing most of
their estrogen. Menopause is diagnosed when a woman has gone without a period for
12 consecutive months.
Postmenopause. These are the years after menopause. During this stage, menopausal symptoms, such as hot
flashes, can ease for many women. But, as a result of a lower level of oestrogen, postmenopausal women are at
increased risk for a number of health conditions, such as osteoporosis and heart disease. Medication, such
as hormone therapy and/or healthy lifestyle changes, may reduce the risk of some of these conditions. Since every
woman's risk is different, talk to your doctor to learn what steps you can take to reduce your individual risk.
What is premature menopause?
Menopause, when it occurs between the ages of 45 and 55, is considered "natural" and is a normal part of aging. But,
some women can experience menopause early, either as a result of a surgical intervention (such as removal of the
ovaries) or damage to the ovaries (such as from chemotherapy). Menopause that occurs before the age of 45,
regardless of the cause, is called early menopause. Menopause that occurs at 40 or younger is considered premature
menopause.
Common menopausal symptoms
About 8 in every 10 women will have additional symptoms for some time before and after their periods stop. These can
have a significant impact on daily life for some women.
Common symptoms include:
Hot flushes , night sweats, difficulty sleeping, a reduced sex drive (libido), problems with memory and concentration,
vaginal dryness and pain, itching or discomfort during sex,
headaches, mood changes, such as low mood or anxiety
What do woment value during menopause?
palpitations, joint stiffness, aches and pains, reduced muscle
mass, recurrent urinary tract infections (UTIs)
Treatments
Not all women want treatment to relieve symptoms of the
menopause, but treatments are available if you find the
symptoms particularly troublesome.
Your healthcare professionals should talk with you about
menopause. They should explain any tests, treatments or support
you should be offered so that you can decide together what is best
for you.
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Some menopausal symptoms can be helped with hormone replacement therapy (HRT), although other treatments are
also available for some of the symptoms.
HRT involves taking oestrogen to replace the decline in your body's own levels around the time of the menopause.
This can relieve many of the associated symptoms.
There are two main types of HRT:
combined HRT (oestrogen and progestogen) – for women with menopausal symptoms who still have their womb
(oestrogen taken on its own can otherwise increase your risk of womb cancer)
oestrogen-only HRT – for women who have had their womb removed in a hysterectomy

Make an appointment with your GP if you want to discuss if HRT is appropriate for you and
your symptoms.
Self Help
Hot Flushes

Mood Changes

If you experience hot flushes and night sweats as a
result of the menopause, simple measures may
sometimes help, such as:

Self-help measures such as getting plenty of
rest, taking regular exercise and doing
relaxing activities such as yoga and tai
chi may help. Medication and other
treatments are also available, including HRT
and cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT).

• wearing light clothing
• keeping your bedroom cool at night
• taking a cool shower, using a fan or having a cold
drink

Vaginal dryness and discomfort

• trying to reduce your stress levels
• avoiding potential triggers, such as spicy food,
caffeine, smoking and alcohol
• taking regular exercise and losing weight if you're
overweight
• If the flushes and sweats are frequent or severe,
your GP may suggest taking HRT.

If your vagina becomes dry, painful or itchy
as a result of the menopause, your GP can
prescribe oestrogen treatment that's put
directly into your vagina as a pessary, cream
or vaginal ring.
You can also use over-the-counter vaginal
moisturisers or lubricants in addition to, or
instead of, vaginal oestrogen.

Weak Bones
Women who have been through the menopause are at an increased risk of developing osteoporosis (weak bones) as a
result of the lower level of oestrogen in the body.
• You can reduce your chances of developing osteoporosis by:
• Taking HRT – HRT can help to prevent osteoporosis, although this effect doesn't tend to last after treatment stops
• Exercising regularly – including weight-bearing and resistance exercises
• Eating a healthy diet that includes plenty of fruit, vegetables and sources of calcium, such as low-fat milk and
yoghurt
• Getting some sunlight – sunlight on your skin triggers the production of vitamin D, which can help to keep your
bones strong
• Stopping smoking and cutting down on alcohol
• Taking calcium and/or vitamin D supplements if you don't feel you're getting enough of these – discuss this with
your GP

For more information please check out www.menopausematters.co.uk
Your PPG (patient participation group) are hoping to deliver a menopause support group and hope to
have a launch date for 18.10.19 if you would like to attend please keep a look out in surgery and on the
website www.eaglescliffemedical.co.uk for further information and confirmation.
They are hoping to raise awareness as well as listening to other peoples experiences and coping mechanisms and hopefully help women who are going through or have gone through the same problem.
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Prescription Ordering Changes

As a result of reported medicines incidents and medicines waste, the County Durham and Tees Valley Clinical
Commissioning Groups (CCGs) have made the decision to introduce a Repeat Prescription Ordering Systems (RPOS).
Practices are being requested to no longer accept repeat prescription requests from community pharmacies .
This work has been adopted from other CCGs e.g. Sunderland, South Sefton and Luton CCGs which have
successfully implemented this change. These areas have shown that this process improves patient safety by ensuring
patients only receive medication that is required and therefore reduces medicines waste. The reduction in avoidable
medication waste has resulted in reduced prescribing costs in all CCGs where this scheme has been implemented

What are repeat prescriptions?

What do you need to do next?

Repeat prescriptions are the regular
medicines that you can order without
having to see your doctor each time.

From September 2019 your GP practice will not
accept repeat requests from pharmacies. You will
need to order your repeat prescriptions from your
GP practice when you have 7 to 10 days of medicines
left. Only order the medicines you need.

What is changing?
Pharmacies will not be able to order medicines on
your behalf. You will still receive the medicines you
need. You will need to order your repeat prescription
directly from your GP practice.
There are a number of ways that you can order your
medication:
» Online from your GP practice - if you are not already
registered for patient online, speak to the practice.
For further information, please visit: www.nhs.uk/
using-the-nhs/nhs-services/ gps/gp-online-services
» Use the white, tear off part of your repeat
prescription to the practice, identifying
which medicines you require
This is the only change – once you have ordered
your prescription from the practice it can still be sent
to your usual pharmacy for dispensing.

Remember your GP practice and
community pharmacy need this time to
prepare and dispense your prescriptions.
Don’t leave it until the last minute.
If you still want your community pharmacy
to collect and deliver your prescription,
please ensure you inform your chosen
pharmacy.

What is not changing?
If you already order repeat prescriptions
directly from your GP practice this
change will not affect you.

Want to know more?
Why is this happening?
This is much safer as your GP can monitor
and discuss with you what medicines you
may need and no longer need. This change
greatly improves your safety and gives you
more control of your medicines.
Under the old system, some patients built
up a stock of unused medicines. We can also
save money by reducing medicine waste
that can be used on healthcare for our
population.
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For more information on how this may affect you or those you care for, please visit:
www.nhs.uk/using-the-nhs/nhsservices/gps/gp-online-services
@MyMedicinesMyHealth
@NHSmymedicines
Your experience of NHS services
We welcome feedback, positive or negative,
about your experience of local NHS services
as this helps us to improve services for patients.
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Self Check in
•

When arriving for an appointment please use the self check in located
in reception where possible. You can use this to arrive for all
appointments with all clinicians including doctors, nurses and the
phlebotomist. This will allow the reception desk to be free for people who are
making appointments, enquiry's and collecting prescriptions. This will have a
big impact and shorter waiting times at the desk.

When making appointments
•

BEFORE you contact the surgery to make an appointment please have your diary ready or something to write
your appointment down with/on. We have of calls during the day to book appointments and when we offer an
appointment we are asked to hold whilst patients go and find their diary. This causes a delay to answer the
next call in the queue. So next time it takes you a while to get through on the phone this may be the reason
why.

•

Phone lines are open from 8am - 8.30am for emergencies only

We are not a minor injuries unit
•

Please note we are not a minor injuries unit. We do not have the facilities here to deal with injuries. If you have
fallen and have a laceration or have cut yourself on something and have a bleeding open wound, we do not have
the facilities to steri strip or stitch a wound. You will be advised to attend urgent care or A&E. Also if you have
had an accident and think you may have broken or fractured a bone the most suitable place to attend is the
hospital.

Prescriptions
•

If you are in need of a prescription early due to holidays, please make a note
on the request to state the reason that it is early otherwise your request may
not be processed.

•

Controlled drugs can now go electronically, so if you have the electronic
prescribing set up to direct your script straight to the pharmacy once ordered,
you no long have to come and sign for controlled drugs at reception.

•

All paper prescriptions that are not collected from reception within 2 months
will be destroyed and you will have to re order your medication.

•

We will no longer be accepting requests via fax and DO NOT accept
prescriptions over the phone unless you are a housebound patient .

•

Also please remember it will take the usual 2 working days to issue your

afternoon
At eaglescliffe
Health centre - PCT
area, 1.30pm— 4pm
Every Thursday
Tea, coffee& Tasty
treats.

prescription

Over 65’s

Text message service
•

Join us for the

For appointment reminders and seasonal campaign updates please call in to
the surgery to sign up to this service.

Updating records
•

Please remember to update your contact telephone number and your address as soon as any changes are made.

Car Park
•

Please be mindful when in the surgery carpark with loud music or hands free calls on. With the warm weather
most doctors and admin staff have windows open and this can be quite disruptive.

Training days and Bank holidays

Closures and training days
Thursday 4th July

Training day

Monday 27th August

August Bank Holiday

Thursday 17th October

Training day

On training days we will be closed from 12pm till
the following day when we will re open at 8am.
Prescriptions that have been ordered 48 working
hours before the day we are closed will be ready to
collect between 11am-12pm
E.g. If you order a prescription on the Monday of
the week we will be closed on the Wednesday the
script will be ready on the Wednesday between
11am - 12pm
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For the kids
The little girl has just walked to the beach but has
forgotten her bucket. Can you help her find it?

Beach word search
Ice Cream

Sea

Water

Shell

Sand castle

Beach

Surfing

Flip flops
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